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Paper Remnants Value Pack
Roylco’s Paper Remnants Value Kit is a compilation of all the leftover paper from our paper packs. It is a great value
but the contents of each box varies.
Here are some ideas for the paper in your kit:
Make Greeting Cards! Cut out a rectangular piece of cardboard. Fold it in half to make the card. Collage the front and
inside of the card with scraps of paper. Make a pattern or design. First draw the design on your card then cut the paper
to fit the design. Write a note in the card and give it to your mom, dad or a friend.
Make a mobile! Cut shapes out of cardboard. Pick a theme such as the sky and cut out a moon, stars, the sun and
clouds. Trace your paper around these shapes, cut them out and glue them to the cardboard. Once the glue has dried
punch a hole in the top of each image, tie different lengths of string to the objects and tie the other end of the string
to a clothes hanger.
Make a pinwheel! Cut a square out of a sheet of craft paper. Then, cut diagonally from each corner but leave an uncut
circle in the center of the paper. Use the end of a pencil to poke a hole in every other corner of your piece of paper.
Fold each corner with a hole toward the center of the paper but do not crease. Stick a thumbtack through the center of
the circle and the folded over pieces of paper into the eraser of a pencil so the pinwheel is parallel to the pencil. make
sure the pinwheel isn’t touching the pencil or it won’t spin. Design the edges of yor pinwheel and you’re done!
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